
Date in Foster Home

01/05/2022

Hound Information

Registered Name

XK Get Out

Call Name

Get Out

Date of Birth

09/04/2018

Gender

Male

Color

Black & White

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

Yes, administered monthly / Interceptor



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Gentle scolding and then positive reinforcement.

Small Dog Safe

Yes

Comments (Small Dog)

Get Out gets excited with small animals. He has been introduced to small dogs wearing a muzzle.

After introduction and settling, he behaves well with small dogs.

Cat Safe

Correctable



Comments (Cat Safe)

Get Out is very excited when he meets cats. If the cat tries to run away, Get Out gets excited and

wants to chase. Much like with small dogs, he should be introduced and get to know the cat in his

muzzle.

Good With Young Children

Yes

Comments (Young Children)

Get Out is very friendly and loves children. He is very unaware of his size and might accidentally

knock a small child over in his excitement.

Turn Out Routine

I let Get Out immediately after getting up, after breakfast, at lunch, in the evening, after dinner, and

before bed. He notifies me if he needs to get up during the night.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

He will investigate and/or eat.

Stairs

He has been able to manage 5 stairs but is still learning larger sets



Floors

He does well on all floors including hardwood

Counters

He will investigate food on counters and attempt to steal high value foods (meat).

When is the hound crated?

● Bed Time

How does the hound handle being crated?

He is handles the crate well for sleeping. I feed him in his crate so it has a positive association. He

dislikes being crated when I leave and often cries until he settles down.

What does the hound enjoy?

Get Out enjoys everything. Walks, people, treats, food, and affection. He has an excellent

personality and is ready to live his best dog life.

Does the hound have any fears?

Get Out dislikes being alone and will suffer from some separation anxiety when you leave. This is

normal for most dogs and his new owners. He tolerates loud noises, well.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Outgoing and confident. If he is feeling shy or bashful, positive reinforcement helps.

How does the hound handle new situations?

Get Out handles new situations well and enjoys seeing the world.



What type of food are you currently using?

Diamond Naturals Large Breed Chicken & Rice

Amount of AM feeding

2 cups

Amount of PM feeding

2 cups


